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EXPOSED ZIPPER POCKET (FRONT) TRIMMING (FRONT PRINCESS
LINE)

DETAILS

Trimming is a decorative embellishment applied on
clothing to accentuate the look and enhance the beauty

of the garments.

Zipper pocket is a type of pocket with zipper as the
closure.



BUTTON BELT LOOPS

DETAILS

Belt loop is a strip of material sewn on to the waistband
of a garment to hold a belt in place.

Button is a small fastener, now most commonly made of
plastic but also may be made of metal, wood, or seashell,

that joins two pieces of fabric together. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fastener
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seashell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabric


FLY FRONT (OUTSIDE) FLY FRONT (INSIDE)

DETAILS

Fly front is a closure that conceals a zip, buttons, or other fastening, by having one side overlapping.



BRAND LABEL AND SIZE LABEL SINGLE WELT POCKET WITH
BUTTON (BACK)

DETAILS

A welt is a strip of fabric used to cover or bind one or
both edges of a pocket opening. Naturally, the single

welt pocket has a single welt (rectangular tab) while the
double has two, usually equal width taps or welts.

Brand label is a label which gives the brand name of the
product and size label is a label which gives the size of

the product.



BAR TACK (FLY FRONT) POCKET BAG

DETAILS

Bar tack refers to a series of stitches used to reinforce
areas of a garment that may be subject to stress or

additional wear.

A pocket bag is a place to put the keys, billfold, and
other small items.



SLIP STITCH (HEM) HANGER LOOP

DETAILS

Slip stitch is a hand stitch that you can use to join a
folded edge of fabric to another piece of fabric

Hanger loop is strip at the collar of a coat, jacket, pants
for hanging it.



FRENCH SEAM (POCKET BAG) OPEN SEAM WITH ROLLED HEM

DETAILS

French Seams are a type of seam finishing used in
sewing where the raw edges on the inside are totally

encased in an extra row of stitching. 

Open seam is one where the seam allowance, the piece
of fabric between the edge of the material and the

stitches, is visible.



TOP STITCH (BELT LOOPS) WAISTBAND & BACK DART

DETAILS

Top stitch is the line of stitching designed to be seen
from the outside of the garment, either decorative or

functional.

Waistband is a strip of material that is either elastic or
some other confining fabric that encircles the waist.

Darts are folds (tucks coming to a point) and sewn into
fabric to take in ease and provide shape to a garment, 
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PATCH POCKET FRONT SHIRT PLACKET

DETAILS

Patch pockets are created by attaching a pre-cut pieces
of material and sewing them, like a patch, to the outside

of a garment, instead of constructing inset pockets. 

The shirt placket refers to the part of your shirt where
the buttonholes are placed. Located at the centre front,

plackets are almost always made with more than one
layer of fabric. 



CUFF  SLEEVE PLACKET

DETAILS

A cuff is a layer of fabric at the lower edge of the sleeve of
a garment (shirt, coat, jacket, etc.) at the wrist, or at the
ankle end of a trouser leg. The function of turned-back
cuffs is to protect the cloth of the garment from fraying,

and, when frayed, to allow the cuffs to be readily repaired
or replaced, without changing the garment.

A sleeve placket is an opening at the end of a sleeve that
allows your hand to fit through a narrow space easily.

It's most often seen on shirts or blouses and is generally
finished with a cuff.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleeve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garment
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/fray


BUTTON  BUTTON DOWN COLLAR

DETAILS

Button is a small fastener, now most commonly made
of plastic but also may be made of metal, wood, or
seashell, that joins two pieces of fabric together. 

In clothing, a collar is the part of a shirt, dress, coat or
blouse that fastens around or frames the neck A button
collar is a shirt collar with buttons on the collar points

to fasten it in place.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fastener
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seashell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clothing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shirt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coat_(clothing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blouse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck


BACK YOKE SHOULDER YOKE

DETAILS

A yoke is a shaped pattern piece which forms part of a garment, usually fitting around the neck and shoulders, or around the hips to
provide support for looser parts of the garment, such as a gathered skirt or the body of a shirt. 



BRAND LABEL AND SIZE LABEL SHIRT GUSSET

DETAILS

The gusset is the small piece of triangular fabric sewn in
where the side seam meets the hem of the shirt. It adds
extra strength to this high-stress area. All of our shirts

feature gussets, usually in a contrasting fabric for a little
extra style.

A brand label usually is a small piece of fabric featuring
your company or personal details, most commonly

found in clothing labels but also used for many other
products. Detail including something simple like a logo

or some wording.

https://wovenlabelhk.com/


BACK DART OVERLOCK (ARMHOLE)

DETAILS

An overlock is a kind of stitch that sews over the edge
of one or two pieces of cloth for edging, hemming, or

seaming. 

Darts are folds (tucks coming to a point) and sewn into
fabric to take in ease and provide shape to a garment.

They are used frequently in all sorts of clothing to
tailor the garment to the wearer's shape, or to make an

innovative shape in the garment.



ROLLED HEM STITCH TOP STITCH (COLLAR)

DETAILS

The rolled hem is tiny hemming technique that finishes
all of the seam allowances inside the hem. It is suitable

for use on light to medium weight fabrics and is
wonderful on sheer fabrics due to the size and neat

finish of the hem.

Top stitch is the line of stitching designed to be seen
from the outside of the garment, either decorative or

functional.
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